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[President's Perspective] 
Dear Alumni and Friends, 
Emergency Giving 
If you would like to make a 
gift to the emergency funds 
for students or families 
of employees of Regis 
University, please send 
your donation to: 
University Relations 
Regis University 
3333 Regis Boulevard 
Denver, CO 80221 
This past fall when the stock market began its plunge and the country 's economic crisis 
became more pervasive, many of you asked how Regis would fare during this turbulent time. 
To date, Regis has weathered the storm satisfactorily, but like everyone we continue to 
monitor this downturn and its effect so we can ensure a strong future for your University. Let 
me bring you up to date on some actions we are taking: 
• We have placed a freeze on replacing open positions and cut other expenses. We also 
have asked our faculty and staff to identify additional savings in this year's budget. 
• All identified savings are being moved to two special funds - one to be used for 
emergency financial aid for students whose families are dealing with layoffs, etc., and 
the other for our own employees who are affected, e.g., by their spouse losing a job. 
• Our small endowment is, of course, impacted by the stock market. However, our 
portfolio is conservatively invested and we have not relied on it for significant budget 
revenues. 
• We probably can expect to see a few 18-22 year old students leaving us as early as 
Spring 2009. It is too early to tell what effect the economic situation will have on our 
adult student population. In the past, adult enrollments rose during recessions. 
However, many adults believe tuition loans are not available this time. In fact, loans 
are available, and we are working hard to get the message out. One bright spot should 
be healthcare. The need for nurses, physical therapists, pharmacists, and health 
administrators probably will remain fairly constant, so that our enrollments should be 
more consistent in this area. 
We will continue our efforts to be prepared for the uncertainties this economic downturn 
will bring. At the same time, we will stay our course to identify opportunities to position Regis 
for a bright tutu re. 
Thank you for all you do for Regis University. We are indeed fortunate that our alumni and 
friends have remained loyal and generous through all the economic climates. I believe that 
loyalty and generosity will endure and assist us as we weather the current storm. 
Sincerely, 
~~.4~-y. 
Michael J. Sheeran, S.J. 
President 
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[Campus Buzz] 
Mickey Smithi'Rc ,qo.'Nicole:Hupp, RC '10, 
tor the 'Ignatia~ F;mily 'iea·c'h:l;{for Justice. 
Students learn justice issues through lgnatian Solidarity Network 
Justice education comes front and center every November for students at Regis College who 
choose to participate in the lgnatian Family Teach-In for Justice at Fort Benning, Georgia. Through 
a semester-long experience, the students learn about the Western Hemisphere Institute for 
Security Cooperation (formerly the School of Americas) and related justice issues, then gather 
with their peers from Catholic institutions across the country to voice their support for the 
closure of the military training facility. 
"Many call it a protest, but it's really more of a prayerful pilgrimage," said Erin Benson, 
coordinator of Faith & Justice Programming in University Ministry. "We pray together and sing 
together. And we honor the names of those killed at the hands of SOA graduates." Among them 
are the six Jesuit priests, their housekeeper and her daughter assassinated at the University of 
Central America in El Salvador in November 1989, whose deaths inspired the annual event. 
This year, 20 Regis students plus seven faculty, staff and friends participated. In 
preparation for the trip, they had eight weeks of discussions and training related to the 
principles of non-violence. 
Women's soccer and volleyball teams advance to post-season play 
The Regis Rangers women's soccer and volleyball teams earned extended seasons this fall, advancing 
to post-season national play. 
Under Head Coach J.B. Belzer, the women's soccer team finished the season with a 17-7 record and 
earned an at-large berth to the NCAA Division II Tournament. where they advanced to the Centra l Region 
Championship match and a 2-lloss to cross-town rival Metro State in overtime on Nov. 21. 
The volleyball team, led by Head Coach Frank Lavrisha, finished on a 12-6 run to capture their first 
RMAC Tournament Championship since 1998 and a berth in the NCAA Division II Central Region Tournament, 
where they fell in the first round to defending national champion and No. 1 ranked Concordia-St. Paul. 
Phillies relief pitcher finds academic home at Regis 
Cross makes impact on Lowell camous 
From many vantage points around the Lowell 
campus and the surrounding area, a new cross has 
risen, but it is more than simply a religious symbol 
befitting a Catholic university. It also expresses the 
value and holiness of the sciences being conducted in 
the adjacent Felix Pomponio Family Science Center. 
"We wanted a signature piece of art that 
expressed the connection between faith and science," 
explained Tom Reynolds, vice president for Mission. 
"Sometimes you get the impression that the two are at 
war, but that's not the case for Jesuits. This is a 
Christian cross that rises out of a double helix, rises out 
of science and expresses our Jesuit tradition." 
The 35-foot cross by Minnesota artist Alexander 
Tylevich is part of the renovation of the science center 
and a gift from the Pomponio family. The double spiral 
at the base of the cross features the names of famous 
Jesuit scientists intertwined with symbols of the 
sciences being practiced and taught at Regis University 
and lunar forms indicating the phases of the moon. 
Philadelphia Phillies relief pitcher Brad Lidge had a busy fall. In addition to a perfect season on the mound - one that ended with a save to win the 2008 
World Series in the ninth inning of a one-run game - Lidge also found time to take courses through Regis University's College for Professional Studies. 
Lidge, a religious studies major and Colorado native, has said in recent interviews that he is serious about his Christianity and fascinated with religion and 
archaeology. Taking most of his classes online, he has found that CPS's flexibility works just as well with a baseball career as it does with the many other 
professions of adult students. Online programs offer the same quality coursework and faculty as on-campus programs and allow students to learn at times and 
places convenient for them. 
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[Campus Buzz] 
Head Ranger elected to fill national position 
Regis University Director of Athletics Barbara Schroeder began a one-year term as president of the National 
Association of Collegiate Women Athletics Administrators in fall 2008. Schroeder, who has been leading the Ranger athletic 
department since 1995, has been involved with NACWM for 20 years in a variety of capacities. The organization provides 
educational programs, professional and personal development opportunities, information exchange and support services to 
enhance college athletics. "I am very flattered and humbled to serve NACWM in this capacity," said Schroeder, who is just 
the fourth president since 1980 from Division II. "I will work hard to meet the needs of our 1,240 members." 
Colorado, New Mexico and Arizona. 
Two new Trustees elected 
William M. Newland, CPS '82, and Father J. Daniel Daly, S.J., RC 
'81, were elected to the Regis University Board of Trustees in 
October. 
Newland is president and CEO of Hercules Industries Inc., 
which was founded in Denver in 1962 by his late father, William E. 
Newland, RC '44, for whom the Newland Center in the Regis Field 
House is named. Hercules Industries is a leading manufacturer and 
wholesale distributor of high-quality HVAC sheet metal products and 
equipment, with manufacturing and distribution centers in 
Newland graduated in 1973 from the University of Denver with a bachelor of science in mechanical 
engineering and received his MBA from Regis University in 1982. He and his wife, Annette, have four 
children, including daughter Katherine, RHCHP '04, and live in Denver. 
Ordained in 1992, Father Daly was appointed rector of the Regis University Jesuit Community in 2008 
and is an associate professor and chair of the Division of Business in Regis College. He has taught at Regis 
University since 2002, previously serving as an assistant professor at 
Boston College and teacher at Rockhurst High School. 
Father Daly earned a Ph.D. from the University of Michigan, 
where he received the Rackham Pre-doctoral Fellowship and the 
Paton Accounting Fellowship. He also earned a M.Div. and Th.M, from 
Weston Jesuit School of Theology and a bachelor of science in 
accounting and mathematics from Regis University. 
His brother, Matt Daly, CPS '94, also teaches in the Division of 
Business at Regis College, as did their late father, John Daly, RC '41. 
Other Daly siblings who attended Regis are Neil Daly, RC '88, 
CPS '06; Terrance Daly, DVM, RC '83; and Seana Daly, M.D., RC '80. 
Their niece Elizabeth Daly, daughter of Matt, is a current Regis 
student set to graduate in '11. 
Call for nominations for 
Civis Princeps and honorary 
degree awards 
Regis University is seeking nomina-
tions of people to receive the Civis 
Princeps and honorary degree awards. 
Civis Princeps (First Citizen), Regis 
University's highest honor, recognizes indi-
viduals in the Colorado community whose 
work exemplifies the Regis University 
Jesuit mission of leadership in service of 
others. The Regis University Board of 
Trustees occasionally authorizes the 
awarding of honorary degrees to individu-
als who have distinguished themselves in 
their professional and service endeavors. 
For a nomination form or more infor-
mation, contact Mary Pat Adams at 303-
458-4907 or mpadams@regis.edu. 
Physical Therapy student earns scholarship 
Becky J. Smith, RHCHP '10, has two more years of education left, but she already knows that she will be giving back to underserved populations in the 
community upon graduation. Smith recently received the $30,000 Health Professions Scholarship from the Colorado Area Health Education Center. In return, she has 
agreed to work as a physical therapist in rural Colorado for a minimum of two years after she graduates. "We are very proud to call Becky one of ours," said Barbara 
Tschoepe, Ph.D., dean of the School of Physical Therapy. "The residents of rural Colorado will truly benefit from her future contributions as a physical therapist." 
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[Philanthropy] 
As the Regis University community dedicated t rtune Plaza on O ct. 2, the threatening skies cleared, the winds calmed and 
a beautiful sunset rewarded those attending. Fortune Plaza, which connects Main Hall and St. John Francis Regis Chapel, fea tures a 
bronze sculpture of Pedro Arrupe, S.J. , 
and a glass etching of his famous 
prayer about love in a landscaped and 
terraced setting that invites lingering 
and reflection. 
Led by Father Michael Sheeran, 
S.J., the dedication honored the 
Fortune family and celebrated the life 
and memory of Kathy Fortune, a 
bronze image of whom adorns a plaque 
in one of the flowerbeds. "It is 
particularly fitting that a sculpture of 
Pedro Arrupe should watch over the 
Fortune Plaza in memory of Kathy," 
Father Sheeran said at the event. "Her 
commitment to helping students 
succeed and to furthering the mission 
of this University exemplified what it 
Father Michael Sheeran, S.J., and Bill, Molly and Casey Fortune assist in the dedication of Fortune Plaza. 
means to embody the Jesuit ideals in a meaningful and practical way." Kathy Fortune died on Jan.l 8, 2008, after a two-year battle 
with breast cancer. She and her husband Bill Fortune, RC '69, co-chaired the recent fundraising campaign for Regis University. 
Bill Fortune shared memories of Kathy, recognizing the importance of Regis in both of their lives, expressing gratitude and 
appreciation for Regis University and its Jesuit community. Together with his children, Molly, RC '08, and Casey, Saint Louis 
University class of 2011, Bill unveiled the two plaques in the plaza. With a blessing, Father Sheeran pronounced the dedication 
official. "Kathy lived, as Arrupe's well-known prayer states, in a way that illustrated her unwavering love of God, and it is her spirit 
that we celebrate today as we officially recognize this newest addition to our campus." 
Father Sheeran blesses Fortune Plaza and the plaque honoring the memory of 
Kathy Fortune. 
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To commemorate the occasion, all in attendance received a 
bookmark bearing the prayer by Pedro Arrupe, S.J. (below). 
Nothing is more practical than finding God, that 
than falling in a love in a quite absolute, final 
What you are in love with, 
what seizes your imaginati(m will affect """""''·hlrliJL 
It will decide what will get you out of bed in the 
mornings, what you will do with your evenmgs 
how you spend your weekends, what you read, 
you know, what breaks your heart, 
and what amazes you with joy and gratitude 
Fall in love, stay in love, and it will decide PvPrvtltln2 
Pedro Arrupe, S.]. 


On New Year's Eve 1957, Father Edward L. Maginnis, S.J., first 
arrived at Regis University, then Regis College, to direct the theology 
department, which he eventually developed into the Religious 
Studies Department. He'd just left France, where he had spent two 
and a half years working on a doctorate in theology at the Institut 
Catholique in Paris. Faculty members Ron DiSanto, Ph.D., Randy 
Lumpp, Ph.D., RC '63, and former faculty member Deacon Dick 
Bowles, RC '66, are among the many who recall their former 
colleague with gratitude. 
"I first met Father Maginnis on a river boat in St. Louis for an informal interview for a 
job in the Religious Studies Department at Regis. My first thought was that if everybody 
at Regis was like him, it would be a great place to work," says DiSanto. "I was struck by 
the breadth of his knowledge and by his obvious humaneness." 
Lumpp, who had Father Maginnis as a teacher during his freshman year at Regis College 
in 1959 and later served with him as a colleague, notes the immense contributions he 
made to Regis. 
"Father Maginnis brought Regis College theologically into the postNatican II 
world and created the modern Religious Studies Department. He moved the program 
beyond the earlier practice of teaching re-worked seminary theology to college students, 
focusing instead on engagement with the needs of lay people and with thinking that had 
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[Feature] 
application to the lived world," says Lumpp, current chair of Religious Studies 
in Regis College. Bowles took Father Maginnis' Theology 150 class and later 
taught with him. Bowles remembers his love and passion for people, music, 
theology and the Society of Jesus. "He has always been truly present in 
people's lives, exercised a joyous leadership, attracted people around him and 
accomplished a great many things. And he loves the Society more than life 
itself." 
Former student Roy DeMars, RC '66, credits Father Maginnis as one of the 
Jesuits who took a "nai:ve C-student from Nebraska and raised him to a 
B-level," noting that few could have accomplished that in the '60s. "Being 
present in his classroom was a real joy for me," DeMars remembers. Roy and 
his wife, Mary Gay (Therriault), LHC '69, asked Father Maginnis to celebrate 
their wedding shortly after Mary Gay's graduation, and 40 years later this July, 
the two still feel privileged to know the priest. "We love him dearly," they say. 
In Father Maginnis' early days at Regis, the school consisted of Regis 
College, with a much smaller and all male student body, and a campus still 
undergoing development. More than half of the buildings occupying the 
campus today didn't exist in 1958. O'Connell was one semester old and the 
Student Center, half its current size, was three weeks old. And there was no 
formal music program. In fact, the only music program at all was only a year 
and a half old. 
"Regis students had a high level of sophistication in many academic areas 
such as science, mathematics, pre-med, history, literature and philosophy," 
recalls Father Maginnis. "What they didn't have was an understanding of 
0 )) 
muste. 
Although he had taught music and directed choirs during his formative years 
as a Jesuit, it was not a subject he expected to teach at Regis. But Father 
Robert Boyle, S.J., an accomplished musician who taught literature in the 
college, convinced Father Maginnis that developing a music appreciation 
course would be well worth the effort. And it was. Father Maginnis' music 
course spanned more than 20 years and is remembered as one of their most 
influential classes among many alumni from the '60s and '70s. 
"We received no credit for the class, but we were all enthusiastic," 
remembers Steve Telatnik, M.D., RC '60. "The foundation in classical music 
started by Father Ed's class was an important source for me in maintaining my 
humanity in the face of a medical practice that included long hours and 
extremely ill patients." 
Telatnik recalls annual visits from Father Maginnis in California, where his 
family and the family of Dave Eby, M.D., RC '60, would gather to listen to 
classical music and discuss its structure over food and wine. When Telatnik 
returned to Colorado, he and his wife, Donna, purchased three season tickets 
to the Colorado Springs Symphony Orchestra and for 10 years met Father 
Maginnis regularly at the performances. 
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Even faculty took advantage of Father Maginnis' musical 
prowess. "I had the opportunity to sit in on his music 
course," says DiSanto. "He gave me ears to hear. He'd be 
making a point about something we were listening to and 
when the recording approached a certain point, his voice 
would get louder and he would say something like, 'And 
the musical climax comes RIGHT HERE,' and immedi-
ately you would hear and understand what he was talking 
about. No way you could fall asleep in his class." 
When it comes to music, however, the St. Louis native 
identifies himself as an amateur whose passion and skill 
developed out of a lifelong interest in the subject, 
specifically the classics. Growing up in a musical family, it 
was always present. His mother played the piano and 
studied at a major St. Louis conservatory. His father 
performed with a semi-professional opera, his sister 
played several instruments, and many relatives were 
vocalists. His parents had even met in their parish choir 
loft. But it was the first time he heard the St. Louis 
Symphony Orchestra in grade school that he realized his 
passion for classical music. 
[Feature] 
featured at the concerts and learning to read them. He 
also began building his own collection of classical music. 
Eventually, while at Regis, Father Maginnis wrote reviews 
of the then Denver Symphony Orchestra for the Denver 
Catholic Register and later the Rocky Mountain News, as 
well as reading them on air for Denver radio station 
KVOD. 
When he first arrived at Regis, the only musical 
instrument owned by the college was an old, broken-
down piano that lived in the wooden barracks of early 
DeSmet Hall. But with Father Boyle's help, a new piano 
was purchased and housed in the Student Center. That 
was a start. Then Father Richard F. Ryan, S.J., president 
of Regis College, gave the two men permission to raise 
money for equipment for the music analysis class. What 
started out as a course held on Sunday evenings in 
Loyola Hall, requiring Boyle and Father Maginnis to 
recruit their own students, turned into a class attracting 
more than 60 students at a given time in what today is 
part of the Newland Center in the University's Field 
House. 
II= Great music is structured - it starts some place, goes some place and 
ends some place, says Father Maginnis. Developing musical taste revolves 
around our own life experience. =II 
A Sister of Loretto taught him music in grade school and 
insisted that her classes attend the children's concerts put 
on by the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra. The orchestra 
held five such concerts a year and a season ticket for 
the performances cost $1.25. Father Maginnis recalls how 
the musicians played a movement and then talked with 
them about it, showing the young students how the 
instruments in the pieces worked. He was hooked. "It 
hypnotized me," he says. 
In high school, his aunt gave him a season ticket to the 
symphony orchestra for his birthday and he never missed 
a performance. Father Maginnis continued his self 
education by purchasing symphonic scores of the pieces 
"His teaching of how to listen to serious music not only 
enriched the lives of a generation of Regis students (now 
alums) but launched some music-related careers that 
continue to have significant impact locally and 
nationally," recalls Lumpp. 
Among the many students who studied under Father 
Maginnis are acclaimed composer and current director of 
the Center for Liturgy at Saint Louis University, Father 
John Foley, S.J., RC '61, and Charley Samson, RC '69, 
the host and executive producer of KYO D's Colorado 
Spotlight. 
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[Feature] 
"He really dug into all of the pieces," recalls Samson, who joined KVOD following graduation. "He has a real passion 
for this music and was so inflamed that you couldn't help but be inflamed, too. His influence on me was profound." 
Father Foley agrees. "I had played the piano and made up music since I was 5 years old, but I had never understood 
what classical music was about." Father Foley says he not only became a symphony goer, he became a symphony writer, 
composing written works for symphony orchestra as well as liturgical music totaling around 160 pieces in print. 
Father Foley adds that Boyle and Father Maginnis created a class that showed students how to love classical music, 
"not just because it sounds nice," but because of the wealth of intelligence found in it, admitting that he ended up 
playing the "heck out of it on the piano." 
"The class taught students how to listen to music, how to work through it and hear structured sound. Great music 
is structured- it starts some place, goes some place and ends some place," says Father Maginnis. "Developing musical 
taste revolves around our own life experience." 
Father Foley, who cites Father Maginnis as one of the major influences in his life, acknowledges that he became a 
Jesuit, a composer and a theology teacher, first coming into contact with those three central dimensions of his life, 
through his mentor. "My life would never have gone the way it has, filled with interests and accomplishments of an 
unusual variety, had it not been for my teacher and friend, Father Edward L. Maginnis, S.J. I thank God for him." 
Father Maginnis taught the course until he left Regis in 1979 when he was recruited by the new Provincial to do 
personnel work on Jesuit affairs at the Missouri Province office in St. Louis as Provincial Assistant for Jesuits in 
Father Ed Maginnis (moderator), with students Richard Scherer, RC '66, Keith Hassey, RC '67, John Reeke, RC '66, and Dick Bowles, RC '66 officers of the Saint John Berchman 
Society, 1965. ' 
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[Feature] 
Education. He returned to Regis in 1986 and taught religious studies courses 
at the Colorado Springs campus and assisted at three local parishes until 
moving back to Denver in 1996. In September of 2000, the professor emeritus 
took on yet another role for the University as alumni chaplain. 
"Father Edward Maginnis, S.J., is a Renaissance man in every sense of 
the term," says Rabbi Howard Abel Hirsch, DD, PsyD. "When I joined the 
Regis University faculty in 1990, he was the head of the Religious Studies 
Department at the Colorado Springs campus. I quickly learned that I 
could discuss any aspect of my work with him and that I also could discuss 
Bach, Beethoven and Brahms with him in depth." 
Hirsch, who calls Father Maginnis a dear friend and mentor, says it has been a 
rare privilege to know the Jesuit for the past 18 years. "May he continue to 
enrich the religious community with his brilliance and wit for many years to 
cmne." 
The program Father Maginnis helped build ceased in his absence in the '80s, 
yet today, Regis offers a full fledged degree program in music, further illustrat-
ing the importance of the subject to a well-rounded higher education. Father 
Maginnis sees music as one of the most fundamental aspects of the liberal arts 
in that "part of the adult experience of an educated person is great art, and 
great music is a form of great art. When you really learn how to listen, it's 
amazing what you find in it." 
At the end of 2008, Father Maginnis left Regis for a new assignment in St. 
Louis, and it is clear that the legacy he leaves behind touches both the 
school's musical and theological past and present. 
Ludwig van Beethoven said that "music is the mediator between the spiritual 
and the sensual life." Johann Sebastian Bach believed that "the aim and final 
end of all music should be none other than the glory of God and the 
refreshment of the soul." Father Ed Maginnis' contributions to Regis 
University's history are testaments to these beliefs and living proof that 
music is a central part of the human experience. 
Endowed Scholarship Fund 
To honor Father Maginnis for his many years of service to Regis University and his dedication 
to educating generations of students, an endowed scholarship fund has been established in his 
name. This scholarship will be awarded to students majoring in religious studies. To contribute to 
this fund, please send your check to: Julie Crockett, vice president for University Relations, Regis 
University, 3333 Regis Boulevard, Mail Code B-16, Denver, Colorado 80221, or call her at 
303-458-4160 or 800-388-2366 ext. 4160. 
To contact Father Maginnis write to: Jesuit Hall, 3601 Lindell Boulevard, St. Louis, MO 
63108-3393 
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[Feature] 
Music education flourishes at Regis with 300 students 
Produces 30 free concerts a year for the community featuring students, faculty and guest artists 
The Department of Fine and Performing Arts Music Program at Regis 
University continues to grow with each academic year. Today it boasts close to 
300 students in various classes, approximately 140 lessons in varied 
disciplines each semester, and an academically co mprehensive curriculum. 
Program director Mark Davenport, who holds a doctorate in musicology 
from the University of Colorado, has taught at a number of colleges and 
universities. He confides that many of the undergraduate courses in the music 
major are on par with graduate work at other institutions, engaging students in 
highly academic discussions of scores, history, theory and other musical 
topics. This is in large part a testament to the smaller class sizes at Regis as 
well as to the accomplished core of music faculty, carefu lly selected and main-
tained in the music program 
Additionally, music scholarships are not exclusive to music majors. Students of 
varied disciplines are able to receive scholarships to participate in one of the 
instrumental ensembles. 
The program recognizes music as a fundamental element of the human 
experience and an important component of the liberal arts education within the 
context of a Jesuit university. It focuses on providing students with tools to 
understand and perform music, as well as appreciate the role that music has 
played in human history. Th is approach has application to students beyond 
those who declare music as a major. 
"We see students for whom music has been a part of their lives before 
attending Regis and others who discover it for the first time during college, " 
explains Davenport. "Music is something all students 
Music faculty at Regis teach classes on subjects 
such as voice, piano, guitar, violin and saxophone, to 
name a few. Most of the music performance majors 
are in the areas of voice or piano, although the 
University currently has its first harp major. Other 
students are pursuing the academic music major, 
~----------------------~ can enjoy and have as a part of their lives throughout 
their lives." 
Davenport also points out the significance of ' 'The music program here is about 
90 percent enrichment. This makes the music program to the greater Regis community. 
Regis unique among other schools "The department presents 30 concerts each year 
because a student does not have to featuring students, faculty and nationally recognized 
often as a double major with other areas of study. The 
Music Program has recruited about 16 majors in its 
first two years with a goal of leveling out at about 25 
majors over the next two to four years. 
pursue a music major in order to 
take music classes. ' ' 
guest artists, all of which are free and open to the 
public. " The performances are held at Berkeley 
Community Church, one block west of campus on W. 
Student interest spearheaded the initial develop-
ment of a music minor in 2002. Then two years ago, the Board of Trustees 
approved the University's first music major. In 2002, Regis only offered piano, 
voice and guitar lessons under the direction of three adju nct faculty. Within six 
years, the program has grown to include two full-time and 24 affil iate faculty 
members, and an increasing student population from all backgrounds and 
interests. 
"The music program here is about 90 percent enrichment," says 
Davenport. "This makes Regis unique among other schools because a student 
does not have to pursue a music major in order to take music classes. It's one 
of the outstanding perks of being a Regis stu dent, and many take advantage of 
this opportunity to make music an integral part of their academic careers. " 
50th and Meade St. 
Severa I of these performances have been 
produced in collaboration with other academic departments on campus such 
as the Office of Diversity, Peace and Justice, and Women 's Studies, further 
emphasizing the far-reaching context in which the study of music exists. 
Davenport notes its importance to the cultural atmosphere native to a co llege 
campus. Students can find multiple opportunities for participating in music or 
attending performances without having to get in their cars. 
"Music opens up a lot of meaningful and memorable experiences for our 
students," he adds. "I hope what is happening here at Regis continues to 
enrich the campus life and community." 
To learn more about the music program and its faculty, or for a schedule 
of performances, visit www.regis.edu/music. 
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Don and Cheri Gallegos help carry on Father Woody's work 
As Don Gallegos, RC '55, says of the work he and his wife Cheri do for the poor and homeless in Denver, "You 
only need a few success stories to keep you going." And they have many of those stories. 
After retiring as president of Colorado grocery chain King Soopers in 1997 and serving on a number of business-
related boards, including the Federal Reserve, Don, who still gives motivational talks bas;d on his book, \Vin the 
Customer, Not the Argument, said he looked around for something to do and decided to join Cheri in the volunteer 
work she had been doing for many years 
in shelters and other outreach to the 
poor. Both grew up in Denver, Don 
attending the former St. John's grade 
school and Regis High School, and Cheri, 
a product of 12 years at St. Francis De 
Sales schools. They met when he was at 
Regis College and dating a friend of 
Cheri's at St. Francis and were married 
shortly after his graduation in 1955. Of 
their six children, four are Regis 
graduates, David in '86, Jerry in '87, Ann 
Marie Cole in '89 and Mary Lynn Lewark 
in '92. Son Jerry also graduated from 
Regis High School, as did several of their 
19 grandchildren. Grandson Donny 
graduated from Regis College in '08. 
Don, who has served on the Regis 
University Board of Trustees and the 
Board of Regis Jesuit High School, said 
he learned about giving back from his 
parents, Lito and Carmela Gallegos, and 
from the founder of King Soopers, Lloyd 
King, who mentored him. Don said, "I 
Services provided in first year of Father Woody's Haven of Hope 
1101 W. 7th Ave - Denver 
303-607-0855 
• Served more than 1 00,000 meals 
• Provided more than 12,000 showers 
• Washed more than 7,500 loads of laundry 
• Gave out more than 20,000 pieces of clothing 
• Provided more than 500 haircuts 
• Delivered countless loaves of bread and rolls 
to nearby low-income housing residents 
• Provided 11 ,000 bus tokens 
• Treated their guests with love and compassion 
What they need 
• More volunteers 
• Donations of any kind 
• Gloves, hats, sleeping bags 
For more information visit www.frwoodyshavenofhope.org 
had been taught by the actions of my parents how to treat the less fortunate, and of course Regis instilled in me the art 
of giving back. When I was at Regis, Pedro Arrupe had not added the phrase for Jesuits, 'men and women for others' 
but it was always there, even though at that time I did not realize it." 
Don and Cheri both downplay their contributions to helping others, but their many awards include the Channel 7 
Everyday Hero Award this past summer, an award given by a Denver television station in appreciation for outstanding 
community service; the Magis Award from Arrupe Jesuit High School in May 2008 in gratitude for their work with the 
poor and help with the school; and the Civis Princeps, or First Citizen award, Regis University's highest honor, which 
Don and Cheri each received in May 2004 in recognition of work that exemplifies the University mission of leadership 
in service to others. 
But what they're really proud of is the celebration they had in October 2008 that marked the one year anniversary 
of the new building that houses Father Woody's Haven of Hope, a day shelter in Denver for people who are homeless 
or in need, named in honor of the late Msgr. Charles Woodrich, better known as Father Woody. Don is chairman of the 
board of the Haven of Hope and Cheri volunteers there three days a week as a social worker helping people connect 
with services, track down a missing birth certificate, or trying to sort out a life that's come apart. They are also 
recognized by all as the driving and guiding forces for the shelter, which Cheri foresaw in 1991 when she and Don were 
going home from Father Woody's funeral. Don remembers Cheri saying, "Someday we're going to have his name on 
Photo facing page: Cheri and Don Gallegos help serve lunch to Ted Trujillo at Father Woody's Haven of Hope in Denver. Regis University I 17 
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something that serves others," adding that 
Cheri then put a note with the words "Father 
Woody's Haven of Hope" under the statue of 
the Infant of Prague in their bedroom. 
Cheri and Don had been going to Mass at 
Holy Ghost Church in Denver, where Father 
Woody was pastor, and ran into him at a party 
in 1986 for the opening of the Samaritan 
House homeless shelter, which Father Woody 
founded, at the home of cable pioneer Bill 
Daniels. "Cheri mentions to Father Woody 
that our youngest was a senior in high school 
and she was looking for more volunteer oppor-
tunities and that's all it took; Cheri was down 
there the next day and working 30 hours a 
week for the next six years," Don said. Cheri 
considers Father Woody a "great mentor and 
teacher, he was a guy who really lived the life of 
Christ. He taught me to serve the homeless by 
looking them right in the eye and seeing the 
Father Michael Sheeran, S.J., Regis Professor Victoria McCabe and Don Gallegos prepare for 
Mass at Father Woody's Haven of Hope. This annual event marking the anniversary of Father 
Woody's birthday, held for the first time at the Haven of Hope, draws many volunteers and 
supporters of his work. 
face of Jesus." Cheri said Father Woody told her because 
she is a mom she could handle it, and she adds, "he was 
right, I look at the homeless as my extended family and I 
love all of them as though they are 
When Don and Cheri came across a mall group 
serving the poor with a food bank and dinner one night a 
week out of the former St. Joseph school gym, it felt to 
them like something Father Woody would have done. 
"We asked what they needed and 
they said howers, so we figured my own." 
After Father Woody's death 
Don and Cheri continued their 
involvement with many other 
programs that helped people in 
need and even established a family 
foundation to funnel aid to a 
variety of causes, including tuition 
aid for Regis Jesuit High and Regis 
University students and programs 
at Arrupe Jesuit High School, 
Escuela de Guadalupe grade school, 
and a number of causes serving the 
poor. Cheri volunteered for the 
Jeffco Action Center and others, 
but said that while all were worth-
while, they didn't quite feel the 
same as the work they did with 
Father Woody. "He always said, 
'we're here to serve, not to judge,' 
and he was a great believer in 
serving all people with dignity," 
Cheri recalls. 
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The chapel at Father Woody's Haven of Hope is 
built in the garage of the original structure that 
housed the outreach of the Franciscan Friends of 
the Poor. 
out a way, with the help of a lot of 
people who don't want their names 
used, to build 11 showers, to 
upgrade the kitchen and provide 
some ca h for operations," Don 
said. But then this small group, 
which was al o trying to establish 
itself as an order of religious 
brothers, lost the pace and ended 
up nearby in a small house at 707 
Lipan St., where they continued to 
serve the poor and homeless, even 
serving meals in tents they erected 
on the property. 
Don and Cheri became 
involved with that effort and found 
themselves helping run an organi-
zation with very few resources that 
provided breakfast and lunch, 
laundry service, hair cuts and 
social ervice to a growing number 
of the city's mo t needy people. 
The small group of brothers, now called the Franciscan 
Friends of the Poor, wanted to expand their ministry and 
tried to acquire land adjacent to their little house, which 
was used as storage for a construction company. The owner 
didn't want to sell so the brothers started a novena. Don 
says, "Three days into the novena, the owner comes over 
and asks what they'll give him for the land." Don and 
others started raising money and in-kind contributions. "We 
started building in 2004-05 and opened in 2007. We had 
money from grants and foundations and sometimes just 
checks from people we didn't even know," Don says. Cheri 
attributes it all to Father Woody, "When we need 
something we ask Father Woody and it comes, even parking 
spaces." 
The three-story, 5,700-square-foot Father Woody's 
Haven of Hope opened in October 2007 and operates six 
days a week providing breakfast and lunch in a spacious 
dining room, six private showers, laundry service, a phone 
number and address for those trying to stay connected to 
the world, computer and Internet access for job searches, 
assistance with social services and help in securing birth 
certificates and IDs. Soon they will host Alcoholics 
Anonymous meetings there. They have a few staff 
members, but most work is done by a dedicated group of 
volunteers, including students from Regis University who 
are organized by Professor Victoria McCabe. Cheri and 
Lovia Shipp, her friend from days of helping at Holy Ghost, 
who also received the Civis Princeps award from Regis in 
2006, work with the guests at Father Woody's to provide 
bus tokens, help with rent or other payments, link them up 
with agencies such as the Colorado Coalition for the 
Homeless, and serve as safe storage for money and 
important documents. 
"Many of the people we serve live in camps by the river 
and under bridges," Don says, adding, "and I remember 
something Father Woody used to say about the 80 percent 
of homeless men who are military veterans, 'They didn't 
give their bodies, but they gave their minds."' 
Don and Cheri credit Kathleen "Cass" Cronan, the 
center's executive director, for keeping Father Woody's 
Haven of Hope running and successful in its mission, but 
she says "If it weren't for Don and Cheri we wouldn't be in 
this building today." 
When asked for her favorite Father Woody story, Cheri 
says he did have a temper and could let loose with a string 
of four-letter words, but then, she says, he would be back at 
his desk with his prayer book open and his rosary beside 
him, perhaps asking for the same understanding and com-
passion he insisted we give to others. 
I 
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To increase awareness about recycling efforts on campus last fall, Christie Costello, RC '09, Mo McGoff, RHCHP '09, and Carlie Snyder, RC '12, all directors with the Regis University 
Student Government Association, dressed in hazmat suits to sift through trash from cans on Boettcher Commons, separating out items that could have been recycled. 
By Laurie Shaffer Forsyth 
Editor/Writer for University Relations 
lforsyth@regis.edu 
Environmental concerns drive discussion, save money 
Carbon footprint, sustainability, emissions and water conservation have 
become common language used at colleges and universities across the country, 
and Regis is no exception. Environmentally conscious students and fiscally 
responsible administrators may approach the "green" issue from different 
directions, but they often find common ground in the middle. 
"Green conversations have exploded in the last couple of years, " said Zach 
Owens, RC '09, a Denver native who is a leader in the environmental movement 
on campus. "Sustainability just makes sense." 
"Energy conservation initiatives save Regis University money," said Mike 
Redmond, associate vice president for Physical Plant. "In spite of growth in 
building and enrollment in the past 10 years, costs for water, lighting and 
heating of facilities have been cut by at least a third ." 
These type conversations are proof that students and administrators at Regis 
University are working toward a unifying goal - following St. Ignatius Loyola 's view 
of protecting the world God created and making it better, now and into the future. 
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"Sustainabil ity is about closing the gaps between what we take from the 
earth, what we use and what we put back into the earth so we're not putting 
any form of life in harm 's way," said Owens. "As a biochemistry major, I know 
how beautiful life is, beginning with micro-organisms." 
"Sustainability is such a huge issue in our society," agreed Kathryn 
Redmond (no relation to Mike), RC '09, a sociology and Peace & Justice major. 
"We are trying to uphold our Jesuit mission by looking at our environmental 
impact on the world. We don 't have to stand aside and let others take care 
of it. " 
RUSGA creates sustainability position 
This fa ll , the Regis Un iversity Student Government Association took action, 
forming an executive-level cabinet position dedicated to green issues on campus 
and appointing Owens as its first sustainability director. 
"This takes student environmental work to the next level," he said. "Regis 
students are leaders in sustainability when it comes to Jesuit institutions." 
Owens is forming a committee to help him continue that innovation, 
including finding a director of recycling and director of public transit. Both are 
important issues to today's Regis College students. Indeed, they implemented a 
$50 increase in the Student Activities fee in part to provide bus passes for every 
student and for the single-stream recycling bins placed around campus. 
RUSGA creates sustainability position 
Another popular program is aimed at reducing fuel usage and emissions. 
Kathryn Redmond serves as director of RUSGA's Community Involvement 
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Mostly undertaken through the auspices of Physical Plant, sustainability 
projects have also resulted in major cost-savings to the University. 
One such emphasis comes in the new construction and remodels of 
existing buildings, ensuring they are as green as possible, said Mike Redmond, 
from hiring contractors who recycle and practice energy conservation to 
choosing low-volatile organic paint. Both St. John Francis Regis Chapel and the 
Felix Pomponio Family Science Center feature eco-friendly bathrooms with 
biodegradable soap, recycled auto glass wa ll tiles and touchless features. New 
Committee, which among other programs oversees a 
new program that rents bicycles free of charge to 
Regis students. Since the program was impl e-
carpet is all natural and comes from a company with no 
--·=-=:::::::-------- carbon footprint, Redmond said, and the 
mented late last year, the hybrid bicycles 
(mounta in/street) already have been used 
for weekend programming to pedal 
downtown, by a class going into the neigh-
borhood and students 
looking for an activity. In 
addition to the exercise and 
good time, Redmond says, 
they are keeping students out 
of their cars. 
"We can change our 
impact on the world if we know 
how detrimental some of our actions 
can be to the 
environment," she said. 
Changes make campus green 
"My generation 
wants to leave Regis a 
better place than when we 
came," Kathryn Redmond said. 
carpet that was replaced is recycled. 
Additionally, concrete roofing tiles have a 75-
year warranty, saving materials from the landfill 
and saving the University money. 
Redmond points out that every-
thing helps, from the natural fertilizers 
used on the athletic fields to low-
flow shower heads in the 
residence halls. 
Among the conversa-
tions at Regis University about 
sustainability issues into the 
future are a community garden and 
com posting, more of an emphasis on 
serving locally grown food in the Student 
Center Dining Room and joining a consor-
tium to purchase additional wind power and 
reduce the University's carbon footprint. 
The University itself has made add itional efforts to change, making the 
Lowell campus much more "green" than it was a decade ago, from drastically 
reduced water usage for irrigation to Earth-friendly materials used in construction 
projects. 
"Some of it is not easy to do, but when it comes to being 
good stewards of the environment, it's important," Mike Redmond said . 
"That ties back to the Jesuit mission of serving others and the Magis -
the greater glory of God ," concluded Owens. 
Changes at Regis - making a difference a little bit at a time 
• 33 percent reduction in paper towel usage thanks to touch less dispensers in bathrooms (saved $15,000 last year) 
• 66 percent reduction in soap usage through touch less dispensers (saved $6,000 last year) 
• 50 percent reduction in domestic water use since 2000 
• 20 percent of landscaping on the Lowell campus is xeriscape 
• $1,000 a day saved in energy by turning down the heat and electrical units during breaks 
• 5 percent of the University's energy fee purchases wind power 
• 33 percent reduction in gas and electric costs since 1998 
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'' In the next 10 years, I would like us to be known for Jesuit social ministry," said Alexander. "The real gift of 
Ignatius is communal discernment, the ability to deliberate and discuss where to go as a community. The ICG is a 
core example of that- creating spaces where Church meets the world.'' 
His Holiness, the 14th Dalai Lama of Tibet once said that "the only sensible and 
intelligent way of resolving differences and clashes of interests, whether between 
individuals or nations, is through dialogue." 
That's a philosophy reiterated daily by Regis University 's Institute on the 
Common Good. Whether it is helping neighbors find unifying ground on the emotional 
debate surrounding homelessness or helping students at an inner-city high school work 
through issues in a restorative justi ce program, the ICG is based on a very simple idea, 
according to its director, Paul Alexander: "Dialogue is at the core of major social 
change." And for the last decade, the Institute has dedicated itself to programs aimed 
at changing the world one dialogue at a time. 
Founded on Catholic social teaching 
Regis University President Father Michael Sheeran, S.J. , founded the ICG in 
October 1998 on the principles of Catholic social teaching. "Father Sheeran's idea was 
ba sed on a lot of his past experiences," Alexander explained, "and his conviction that 
key issues can be resolved and changes can happen in society if people get together 
and talk honestly." 
Today, the ICG creates spaces where that dialogue can happen, where Church 
meets wo rld , where social change can occur. Father Sheeran ca lls it invitational 
Catholicism. 
In his Spiritual Exercises, St. Ignatius "talked about human dignity and the fact 
that everybody has a place at the table, everybody is welcome," said Alexander. "We 
use modern techniques, but at the core is the Spi ritual Exercises and what Ignatius 
taught us. " 
"We don't have a prescribed outcome that we seek, we are truly indifferent to the 
outcome as long as it's an honest discussion," said Alexander. "That's what allows us 
to do dialogue so well. " 
Success comes quickly 
Much of the work done by Alexa nder and his co lleagues in the last 10 years has 
been behind the scenes, by design. "Success only comes if it's owned by the 
community, by the participants," he said . "It's a quanda ry we're in - being off the 
record is one of the reasons we're so successful but it means people don't know it's 
the Institute on the Common Good that designed and supported the discussion." 
Often, ICG dialogues begin as completely private interactions involving only key 
stakeholders. From there, they frequently transform into semi-private and eventually 
public dialogues. Among the dialogues that followed that path are several with the 
Capitol Hill United Neighborhoods, including an extended dialogue on issues surround-
ing homelessness; and parental involvement with the Denver Public School System. 
Access to health care, immigration, affo rdable housing and interreligious differences 
are additional dialogues that have found themselves at the ICG's table. 
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Although many in the Regis community know the ICG primarily for bringing Nobel 
Peace laureates such as Desmond Tutu, Lech Walesa and the Dalai Lama to campus, 
Alexander hopes the next 10 years will bring a broader view. 
As well as facilitating dialogues arou nd Colorado, the ICG is heavily involved in 
restorative justice programs. Since 2000, the ICG has hosted and facilitated a gathering 
of all three branches of Colorado state government, including the chief justice of the 
Colorado Supreme Court, the attorney general and the Denver district attorney, as well 
as numerous community groups. "As a result, a full-time position was created in 
Colorado 's Office of Probation Services and an educational video titled Restorative 
Justice: Beyond Just Us was produced," Alexander said. "That was probably our first 
big success." 
Restorative justice growing 
Restorative justice initiatives are growing. This fall , the ICG received a $15,000 
grant from the Colorado Judicial Department Office of Dispute Resolution to support the 
development of loca l community conflict resolution and restorative justice services for 
underserved populations throughout Colorado. 
One such program through the Denver Public Schools' Violence Prevention and 
Intervention initiative partners the ICG with Denver's North High School and Lake Middle 
School. Regis College students offer peer mediation training to younger students as 
they implement restorative justi ce as part of their discipline policies. 
Founded on Catholic social teaching 
"We've learned a lot in the last 10 years," Alexander said. "We've learned rea lly 
how to create sustainable social change and we want to be known for that." With a 
decade of experience beh ind them, Alexander and the ICG are ready to take on the next 
10. The ICG is identified as a priority for University fundraising in an effort to make it 
self-sustaining and th us ensuring the continuation of the beliefs and foundations of St. 
Ignatius, the Jesu its and Catholic socia l teaching. 
The ICG's plans for the future include increased involvement with the academic 
units of Regis University, everything from a Conflict Dialogue minor in the Regis College 
Communications Department to dialogues with the CPS School of Education on school 
violence to healthy living initiatives with the School of Physical Therapy. 
"In the next 10 years, I would like us to be known for Jesuit social ministry," said 
Alexander. "The real gift of Ignati us is communal discernment, the ability to deliberate 
and discu ss where to go as a community. The ICG is a core example of that- creating 
spaces where Church meets the world ." For more information contact Alexander at 
palexand@regis.edu or 303-458-4336. 
By Laurie Shaffer Fors~h 
Editor/YVriter for University Relations 
lforsyth@regis.edu 
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Walkillg Oll water: Prayer alld times of UllCertaillty 
I am often asked, "Why is it so difficu lt to pray during stressful times?" 
a question especially relevant in light of our current economic distress. People 
say they try to pray, yet seem unable to reach God, leaving them frustrated 
because God appears to be ignoring them. But is He? 
To me, prayer is a relationship between an individual and God, and like 
any relationship, it is built on trust. Trust does not come easily; it takes 
practice and requires effort by both parties. 
He is always there, waiting for us 
As St. Paul teaches (Romans 5:5-11), the Father sent His Son to save us 
when we were the furthest away from Him. God reached out to us when we 
were incapable of reaching out to Him. He is always there, waiti ng for us. So, 
God does indeed hear us, but if we wish to hear Him, we must learn how to 
listen through consistently communicating with Him. Praying during stressful 
times is a good place to begin building a trusting relationsh ip with God, but 
we must be realistic. Like any relationship, we cannot expect to trust God in 
our bad times when we have not talked with Him in our good times. 
Commitment to steady prayer is just the first step. Our approach to God 
in prayer is important. Take the Rich Young Man from Mark 10:17-27, for 
example. The Rich Young Man would have no trouble fitting into our modern 
American culture. He is confident and believes in self-improvement. He comes 
directly to Jesus and asks the Lord what he must do to be saved . When Jesus 
asks what the Rich Young Man has done, he proudly states he has kept all the 
commandments of the Law all of his life. Notice what the Rich Young Man is 
saying. He believes he can improve himself, that he can become holy, solely 
through an act of his will. He trusts himself, not Jesus. When Jesus asks him 
to move from trusting only himself to trusting Jesus by selling everything on 
which he depends, he is unable to do it. 
Are we coming with complete trust in God? 
Jesus' response to the inability of the Rich Young Man to trust in the 
Divine is to "look on him with love." Jesus knew the Rich Young Man wanted 
to change, but could not because he could not bring himself to fully trust 
Jesus. How many of us come to prayer the same way the Rich Young Man 
came to Jesus? Are we asking what we must do to grow closer to God while 
trusting only ourselves, or are we coming with com plete trust in God? If we 
trust only in ourselves, we, too, are incapable of trusting in God. 
Another example of approaching prayer is that of St. Peter when he 
walked on water (Matthew 14:28-31). St. Peter sees Jesus approaching the 
boat and asks Jesus to call Peter to join Him. We do the same thing when we 
bring our decisions to prayer. In so doing, we ask God to help us discern His 
will. And like St. Peter, we respond to God 's call through our actions. St. Peter 
has no trouble walking on water as long as he trusts Jesus, just as we have no 
trouble living out our vocations as long as we trust God. Just as Peter changes 
By Father Gregory N. P. Konz, S.J. 
gkonz@regis.edu 
his focus from Jesus to himself, he loses his ability to walk on water. Peter's 
trust is misplaced. 
I think many of us feel just like St. Peter these days. The economic 
security and upward mobility we have taken for granted have disappeared. As 
401(k)s sink, jobs disappear and opportunity shrinks, we struggle to see 
anything beyond the economic chaos that surrounds us. It is natural for us to 
be concerned about our material well-being and wonder what we should do, 
just as it was natural for St. Peter to be concerned about the driving wind, 
how it would affect him and what action he should take. Unfortunately, if we 
choose to trust only in ourselves, we limit our own possibility and begin to 
sink. We find that we cannot trust God because, like Peter, our trust is 
misplaced. 
Relying on Jesus 
Ultimately, St. Peter chose to trust Jesus: "He cried out, 'Lord, save 
me! "' Unlike the Rich Young Man, he did not ask what he needed to do; he 
relied on Jesus to do what needed to be done. But this trust did not happen in 
an instant. It was cultivated and nurtured over time. Quite simply, St. Peter 
was able to trust God because he had a personal relationship with Jesus. He 
had travelled with Jesus; listening to Him teach, asking Him questions and 
observing how He interacted with the people He met. 
We may not have the opportunity to know Jesus exactly as St. Peter did, 
but we can form a close personal relationship with Him through prayer. The 
more intimate our prayer relationship, the more willing we are to give 
ourselves over to the Divine, and the easier it will be for us to trust God. That 
greater trust, in turn, will bring us ever closer to Him and through Him, provide 
the sense of peace we long for. 
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Advertise jobs through Career Services 
light of Loretto spiritual retreat 
The first Light of Loretto spiritual retreat on Nov. 11 at the Loretto 
Spirituality Center in Littleton, Colo. , was led by Sister Elaine Prevallet, 
S.L., LHC '55, who holds a Ph.D. in Religious Studies from Marquette and 
has taught at both Loretto Heights College and at Pendle Hill (a Quaker 
adult learning center near Philadelphia). Sister Elaine, a member of the 
order for more than 50 years, traveled from the Loretto Motherhouse in 
Kentucky for the day-long retreat. She has written and presented widely 
on the role of conscious human beings in the evolutionary process of 
planet Earth and its implications for Christian spirituality. Forty-five alums 
and guests enjoyed the day of quiet reflections, presentations by Sister 
Elaine and small-group discussions. 
Pictured left to right, Peggy Mclaughl in Tighe, LHC '58, Martha Golden 
Dell, LHC '60, Irma Mapelli, LHC '65, (standing), and Susan Runkle, LHC '69. 
Alumni understand exactly how rigorous and well-rounded the Jesuit education is at Regis University and 
that's why many choose to hire fellow graduates for jobs within their companies. Career Services at Regis 
University makes that easy with a job announcements board and other services. 
"We connect companies with our students and alumni ," said Karen Metzger-Adducci, employer relations 
developer. 
Career Services posts professional, degree-seeking positions over the Internet through its Careerlink. 
Students and alumni from around the world who are registered with the system can then access the job 
li stings. There is no charge to the employer for this service. 
Job announcements can be posted directly onto Careerlink by registered employers (accessible through 
www.regis.edu/alumni and clicking on the Careers link) ore-mailed to Career Services at jobs@regis.edu or 
faxed to 303-964-5493. For more information about Careerlink or other opportunities for employers, contact 
Adducci at 303-458-3509. 
Santa vi~lt~ c,.ampv~ 
Saint Nick made a special stop at the Regis University Student Center on 
Saturday, December 20, to share some sweet treats, visit and take photos 
with 172 children and grandchildren of alumni, staff and faculty at the third 
annual Pictures with Santa Event. 
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Gifts from many Regis and loretto Heights College reunion classes help support new generations of students 
The hundreds of alumni who gathered on campus for Alumni Weekend 
2008 honored their reunion years with class gifts benefitting Regis Un iversity. 
Class gifts have a major impact on the University, provid ing support for new 
generations of classes to participate in the Regis experience and acknowledg-
ing the importance of alumni to the Regis community. 
During the weekend, each cla ss was recognized for its contribution. 
Among the highlights was the Regis College Class of '58, which in celebration 
of its 50th reunion presented a check designated to the Jesuit Mission 
Endowment, representing more than 
$1 80,000 in gifts and pledges in su pport 
of programs designed to preserve Regis 
University's Catholic Jesuit heritage. The 
Regis College Class of 1968 celebrated 
its 40th reun ion with the creation of the 
Class of 1968 endowed scholarship 
totaling $70,000, whi le the graduates 
from 1973 increased their participation 
th is year by 12 percent over previous 
years with gifts benefitting the Arrupe 
Scholarship Fund. And the Loretto 
Heights classes made a collective gift 
in honor of th eir deceased classmates, 
contributing nearly $76,000 to financial 
aid at Regis University. Even recent 
graduates got involved, with the Class of 
2003 supporting financia l aid through an 
$8,00D gift to the Regis Fund. 
New Regis IDs available for alumni 
New Alumni Association membership ID cards are now avai lable for all 
graduates of Regis University at no cost. Although it's not essential for pa rtici-
pation in events, having the alumni ID will make it easier to receive some 
benefits, such as the 10 percent alumni discount at the Regis bookstore (some 
. exclusions apply), obtaining library privileges on any Regis ca mpus and mem-
bership eligibil ity at the Coors Life Directions Fitness Center. Contact the Off1ce 
of Alumni and Parent Relations at a/umni@regis.edu or 800-388-2366, ext .. 
3536 With name, graduation year and address. The ID will be mailed along w1th 
a brochure that explains the benefits. 
lisa Arling Cadwallader, RC '03, and Joe Gass, RC '03, hand a gift check to Provost 
Allan Service from the class of 2003. 
"Contri butions from every reunion class have a special influence on 
Regis, its programs and its students every year, enabling the University to 
continue doing what it does best and pass ing the tradition of the Regis 
educational experience on for generations to come," sa id Julie Crockett, 
vice president for University Relations. 
Other class contributions were $11,200 from the classes of '77/'78 
for the repair of the Sacred Heart Statue; and $6,500 from the class of '83, 
$8,700 from the class of '88, $5,000 from the class of '93, and $7,800 
from the class of '98, all for Regis Fund, which goes towa rd student financial 
aid. Reunion giving from the 2008 events tota led more than $305,000, 
Crockett sa id. 
Diana lopez, RC '07, named All-Time Top Player by RMAC 
Diana Lopez, RC '07, was recently named the 
All-Time Top Player for women's basketball in 
the 100-year history of the Rocky Mountain 
Athletic Conference. Lopez, the only three-
time RMAC Player of the Year for women's 
basketball, played for Regis from 2003-07 
and was a two-time All-American. She led 
NCAA Division II in steals her senior season 
and twice led the RMAC in scoring. She is 
currently a family community specialist at 
Sunshine Head Start in the Denver area. 
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[Alumni News ] 
Alumni and Parent Calendar 
Alumni, parents and friends are invited to participate in numerous special events that will take place at Regis University over the next few months. For details 
about each event, watch for additional information via mail or e-mail, visit the Office of Alumni and Parent Relations web page at www. regls.edu/alumm, call 
303-458-3536, or e-mail a/umni@regis.edu. 
January 
February 
March 
April/ 
May 
July n~~ COeweJ\, 
ALUMNI WEEKEND 
JULY 10, 11, 12, 2009 
WWW.REGIS.EDU/ALUMNI 
Regis pride takes to the streets 
Regis University alumni who live in Colorado can proudly proclaim their support of their alma mater everywhere they 
drive with special Regis University license plates that feature the Regis seal. 
The first step is to obtain a letter and authorization form from the Office of Alumni and Parent Relations by ca ll ing 303-458-3536 or 
e-mailing alumni@regis.edu. This official approval from the University is required before anyone can pu rchase the gold and blue plates. 
This authorization is then taken to the Department of Motor Vehicles to purchase the actual license plates. There will be a one-time $25 process fee from the 
state in addition to regular registration fees. It's not necessa ry to wait until it's time to renew registration to get the plates, however. The Department of Motor 
Vehicles will pro-rate fees if renewed before old plates expire. 
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Barbara Bode, lHG '68, works in support 
services at Jadair International, Inc. She feels her 
degrees in nursing and liberal arts have been a 
launch pad for many great opportunities through-
out the years. Barbara has three grown children 
and now lives in Wisconsin with her husband, 
David. 
Mary l eeAnn (McMichael) Stierwalt, lHC '68, 
is a broker associate and licensed Realtor in both 
Florida and North Carolina. She spends the winter 
in Juno Beach, Fla., and the summer in Charlotte, 
N. C. Mary feels this multi-state living is a new 
ventu re and the wave of the future for the ··- . 
"Dynamics" of 1968. 
'70s 
Frank C. Urbancic Jr., RG '73, was sworn in on 
August 14, 2008, as ambassador of the United 
States to the Republic of Cyprus by Secretary of 
State Condoleezza Rice. Frank worked in the State 
Department for many years before his appoint-
ment. Among those in attendance at the 
ceremony were his wife, Michelle, and two 
children, Frank and Arlette, as well as classmate 
Kevin T. O'Connor, RC '73, who is executive 
director of development for the Archdiocese of 
Washington, D.C. 
Rich Swan, RG '79, was recognized by the 
Center for Spirituality at Work with the 2008 
Vin cent de Paul Award for his commitment to the 
poor, and for developi ng partnerships, among 
them Church of the Risen Christ in Denver, the 
Mission of New Ulm, Minn. Diocese in Guatemala, 
and the Christian Foundation for Children and 
Aging. Rich and his wife, Diana, sponsored a 
Guatemalan child through CFCA, then developed 
a program encouraging the youth in his parish to 
individually sponsor chi ldren through CFCA. Last 
summer, he was part of the parish's third youth 
work trip to Guatemala to serve others and meet 
the children they sponsored. 
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'80s 
Angela lanzillotti, RC '83, was married to John 
Berger on July 25, 2008. Fellow Rangers who 
helped share in their special day were Jane 
Hart-Azar, RC '83, Julia Hart, RC '83, Dorian 
Waring, RC '05, Bill Clair, RC '83, Denise 
(Durant) Grabowski, RC '83, and Dianne 
(Willis) Kampman, RC '83. With her marriage, 
Angela is a new stepmother to five children and a 
step-grandmother to five. 
Rod Broome, CPS '84, recently returned to 
Kabul , Afghanistan, after recuperating from back 
surgery at his home in Lone Tree, Colo. He works 
for MPRI advising the Minister of Defense, 
Installation Management Division of the Afghani 
Army. 
Teri Moore, lHC '85, was promoted to 
associate vice president of Student Learning and 
program director at New River Community College 
in Virginia. 
Margaret (Gayle) Herrod, CPS '89, is director 
of adult formation at the Prince of Peace Catholic 
Community in Plano, Texas. 
'90s 
Brian Gallagher, RC '91, is regional sales 
manager for KWH Pipe, a polyethylene pipe man-
ufacturer, for the Southwestern United States. He 
lives with his wife, Angela Lynn, and their 
daughter in sunny Orange County, Calif. 
Pam (Espinoza) Baca, RC '92, recently was 
appointed regional vice president, Denver, and 
president, Local1802, for the American 
Federation of Government Employees, the 
nation's largest federal employee union. In her 
spare time, she coaches speech and debate at 
Trinidad High School and was the coach for the 
Colorado State L-D Debate champion in 2007. 
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Stephen T. Jones, RC '92, is the author of A 
Simple Guide to Making a Difference. This book 
outlines for the readers simple steps, stories and 
inspiration to make a difference. 
Nancy Oswald, CPS '96, announces the publi-
cation of her second historical fiction book, Hard 
Face Moon, which is based on the Sand Creek 
Massacre of 1864 in eastern Colorado. Nancy 
continues to teach fifth grade at Cotopaxi School 
in south-central Colorado. 
Jeanne Rock, CPS '97, is teaching English as a 
Second Language in grades 9 through 12 at 
South High School in Denver. Her past 11 years in 
Denver Public Schools were spent teaching at 
Lake Middle School. 
Wally Sheata, RC '99, was married to Carrie 
Rinderle on July 28, 2008, in Vail , Colo. They live 
in Castle Rock, Colo. He works forGE Johnson in 
its preconstruction department, working on 
mountain resort hotels and custom homes. 
'OOs 
Justin M. Walker, RC '01, recently was 
promoted to senior product manager for AOL's 
Platform A division. In this new role, he will take 
ownership of the company's online video adver-
tising, helping shape the product and monetiza-
tion strategy for AOL Video. Last January, Justin 
enrolled in Regis' online MBA program. 
Paul Woody, RC '01, graduated from Saint Louis 
University School of Law in May 2008 and sat for 
the Missouri Bar in July. Paul wi ll practice law 
with the firm Klar, lzsak and Stenger LLC. He and 
his wife, Christine, live in St. Louis. 
Katie (Milosovich) Bryant, RC '03, received 
her master's degree in social work from the 
University of Texas in 2007 and is a social worker 
for a high school in Austin. 
Russell Schultz, RC '03, and Katie Savant-
Schultz, RC '00, experienced another military 
move this summer to Virginia. Russ is a captain 
select in the United States Marine Corps and has 
completed two tours to Iraq. Katie is employed as 
the deputy director for government relations with 
the National Military Family Association. 
BriAnne (Blue) Bredenberg, RC '04, was 
married to Michael Breden berg on Oct. 3, 2008, 
in Denver. Matron of honor was Natalie (Darby) 
Zackery, RC '04, and best man was Patrick 
Bredenberg, RC '00. The newlyweds live in 
Arvada, Colo., with their two pups. 
Jim Campbell, CPS '04!06, recently joined 
Premier Bank as vice president. He has served 
the small-medium business banking market for 
more than 11 years, including volunteering with 
non-profit lender and business-support organiza-
tion Micro Business Development Corp. Through 
Jim's four children, he is motivated to also con-
tribute to the financial literacy of underserved 
youth through Operation Hope's Banking on our 
Future educational program. 
Maureen Beach, RC '05, has been named press 
assistant to U.S. House of Representatives 
Majority Leader Steny Hoyer {0-MD). Maureen 
lives in Washington, D.C., and previously held a 
position in the press office of the U.S. House 
Committee on Appropriations. 
Patsy Cornelius, RHCHP '05, and her husband, 
Tim, moved to Arkansas in August 2008. She 
works as an assistant professor at the University 
of Arkansas-Fort Smith and also is helping 
develop their new nursing BSN program. 
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Dr. Richard Kemme and Mary Kemme 
Dr. Richard Kemme, RC '52, and his wife, Mary, didn't just listen to the 
Jesuit philosophy of serving others while attending Regis College and Saint 
Louis University. They adopted the mission as their own, devoting countless 
hours of service to those in need in their own community of Greeley, Colorado, 
and across the world in the African nation of Malawi. 
"Everybody can do something," Mary Kemme said . "You don't have to do a 
big thing. Anything you do can help." 
Whether donating money themselves and recruiting others to donate to 
build a health clinic in Greeley to serve poor children, or establishing village 
banks in Malawi, the Kemmes have found many ways to make a difference. 
Early retirement from private practice as an orthopedic su rgeon in 1989 
allowed Kemme to devote time to volunteering, something he says he had long 
wanted to do. The recipient of most of his hours of work has been Orthopedics 
Overseas, a project of Rotary International that brings volunteer doctors to 
developing countries. Kemme signed up, intending to spend a month in Malawi 
and then move on to experience other countries. Instead, he found himself 
returning to Malawi every year for 21 years. For the first 15 years, Mary, a 
retired nurse, accompanied him, assisting in the operating room and managing 
the travel arrangements. In a single month, Kemme could do as many as 50 
surgeries as well as train health care professionals in the country to carry on in 
his absence. 
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The volunteer efforts are vital to Malawi, which faces a severe shortage of 
doctors. To put it in perspective, "there are fewer medical doctors in Malawi 
than we have in Weld County," Kemme said. He taught what he calls "conserva-
tive orthopedics" to clinical officers, Malawians who have had four years of 
medical training after high school and who provide the majority of health care 
in the country, which is one of the poorest in the world. After five years of expe-
rience, they are eligible to learn specialized techniques such as how to read x-
rays, perform simple orthopedic surgeries and put on casts. "After we come 
home, the people we train are still there, " Kemme said. "They do 90 percent of 
the orthopedic care for the 13 million people in Malawi. " 
The impact is hard to overstate. "If people don't get that care they end up 
being crippled and can't earn a living," Mary explained. When the Kemmes first 
began traveling to Malawi, post-polio conditions were a common problem, but 
efforts by Rotary International to provide vaccines in developing countries have 
all but eradicated polio in Malawi. During more recent trips Kemme concentrat-
ed on providing train ing rather than actual surgery. He estimates he spent some 
24 months in Malawi, with the last trip in fall2008. 
The volunteers pay all of their own expenses but are provided a vehicle 
and a place to stay. For the Kemmes, a side benefit was the chance to see that 
area of the world. Among the places they've visited are India, South Africa, 
Zambia, Zimbabwe and Mozambique. 
The Kemmes, who have six children and eight grandchildren, are also 
active in their own community, with Mary serving as a long-time member of the 
board of Catholic Charities. They 've also made a difference through financial 
support of Regis, including a gift to help renovate the Fel ix Pomponio Fami ly 
Science Center and remembering Regis University in their estate plans as 
members of the lgnatian Society. They have been widely recognized for their 
efforts, although they emphasize that it's not why they do it. "Because we were 
needed," she explained. "We saw opportunities to make a difference," he 
added. 
In 2007, Dr. Kemme received Rotary International's highest honor, the 
Service Above Self award. That year, he also was awarded the President's Call to 
Service Award from Health Volunteer Overseas. In 2004, he was named United 
Way of Weld County's Humanitarian of the year and in 2001 was honored by the 
Saint Louis University School of Medicine's Alumni Merit Award. Regis University 
also recognized his work with an Alumni Achievement Award in 2000. 
"I know I've been spurred on by a lot of good people doing good things, " 
Kemme said. That includes the 13 years he spent being educated by the 
Jesuits. After graduating from Regis High School, Kemme attended Regis 
College, earning a bachelor of science in chemistry in 1952, followed four years 
later by his M.D. from SLU, then his residency. Mary earned a nursing degree in 
Cleveland, then served in the Navy for two and a half years, returning to school 
for her bachelor's degree in nursing from SLU, where they met. 
Anastacia Rodriguez-Duran, CPS '05, is a 
program coordinator for a GED/postsecondary 
education program offered at the Community 
College of Denver at Lookout Academy, which 
serves JUVenile offenders in a maximum security 
facility in Golden, Colo. She is working on a 
certificate in social justice, peace and reconcilia-
tion from Regis. Anastacia, her husband and two 
chi ldren live in Golden. 
busy serving others, including helping to feed more 
than 80 people through the Denver Rescue Mission 
and others in Weld County, Colo. She has been 
honored with the Congressional Medal of 
Distinction, 2008 Presidential Commission and 
Reagan Congressional Commission. 
Joan Price, CPS '05, has grown her business, 
Custom Installers LLC, since graduation and also is 
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Melinda Cobb, CPS '06, is a licensed 
acupuncturist. Melinda credits the B.S. in applied 
psychology that she earned at Regis with helping 
her focus on health care treatments for every 
patient, and also aided her to become a better 
practitioner by focusing on patient-centered health 
care using the bio-psychosocial model. 
Holly Johnson, CPS '06, has been named state 
coordinator for the new Tennessee Office for 
Refugees. The office was established by Catholic 
Charities of Tennessee following a decision by the 
U.S. Office of Refugee Resettlement to designate 
Catholic Charities as the coordinator of federally 
funded refugee services statewide. 
Julie Kelty, CPS '06, owns a private practice in 
Colorado called Adoptees - Making the 
Transformation and serves as a psychotherapist for 
children as well as adults. She specializes in 
adoption issues such as abandonment, biological 
lyda (Roark) Conway, LHC '29, July 5, 2008 
leo Kimmett, RC '39, Nov. 13, 2008 
Henry Becker, RC '43, Aug. 27, 2008 
Katherine Dean, LHC '44, Feb. 18, 2008 
Thomas Egan, RC '45, Nov. 9, 2008 
Father John Futrell, SJ., RC '48, Sept 6, 2008 
Winston Churchill, RC '49, Oct. 16, 2008 
Vincent Domenico, RC '49, Oct. 13, 2008 
Robert Kelly, RC '53, Nov. 05, 2008 
Gilbert Borelli, RC '54, July 25, 2008 
David Parlapiano, RC '54, Sept 3, 2008 
Neils Haggerty, RC '56, Sept. 25, 2008 
searches, history issues and adoptive family 
issues. 
David Livingston, CPS '06, has been named vice 
president of payer strategies and contracting for 
Trinity Health in Novi, Minn. 
Daniel "Adrian" Manriquez, RC '06, has been 
working on the recovery effort in New Orleans 
since graduation. During his time there he has 
worked with Common Ground Relief and Catholic 
Charities in official capacities. As a supervisor for 
Catholic Charities Operation Helping Hands, he 
directs volunteer crews painting houses for the 
elderly, infirm and poor. 
Christopher Wall, RHCHP '07, is a registered 
nurse for Centura Health at Saint Anthony Central 
Hospital. The orthopedic floor he works on treats 
people after elective joint surgeries as well as after 
traumatic accidents. This combined orthopedic 
baby rangers 
unit will be dividing into a joint department and a 
trauma department when Saint Anthony Central 
moves to Saint Anthony West at what used to be 
the Federal Center in Lakewood, Colo. Christopher 
will be staying with the trauma side when the 
facility moves sometime around 2011. Future goals 
include pursuing his dream in competitive figure 
skating and making the 2010 and/or the 2014 
Olympic team. 
Dan Kozloski, RC '08, was appointed financial 
representative by Northwestern Mutual Financial 
Network. Previously, Dan was an external auditor 
for Price Waterhouse Coopers in California. He is 
an active member of the Regis Alumni Association 
and lives in Arvada, Colo. 
John McDonnell, CPS '08, is the national sales 
manger forGE Capital. John and his wife, Karen 
Sue, live in Ladera Ranch, Calif. They attended his 
graduation at Regis in May 2008. 
laura (Schmidt) Kuhl, RC '87, and her husband, Dan, announce the birth of 
theirfifth child, Zoe Josephine Kuhl. "We call her 'Zo-Jo' for short," Laura reports. 
Zoe joins the family made up of eldest sister Rachel (born in 1993), brother Justin 
(1999) , and two more sisters, Mikaila (2000) and Haleigh (2005), as well as their 
two dogs. The Kuhl family lives in Littleton, Colorado. 
Jennifer (Julian) Donahue, RC '94, and her husband, Sean welcomed Declan 
Joseph into the family on August 14, 2008. He joins big sister Julian Joy. 
Megan (Ravarino) Nagel, RC '97, and her husband, Scott, announce that 
Luke Thomas joined brothers Matthew Lawrence (2003) and Jonathan David (2005) 
on Sept. 23, 2008, to complete their happy family. Luke weighed 7 lbs 6 oz. and 
was 19 inches long. 
Madalyn (Zarlengo) Millensifer, LHC '59, June 3, 2008 
Bert Zumtobel Sr., RC '59, Nov. 27, 2008 Nominations sought for Alumni Awards 
Raymond Buckley, RC '67, Sept 18, 2008 
Thomas Fogarty, RC '71, Dec. 2, 2008 
Caroline (flock) Cook, RC '72, Nov. 6, 2008 
Gregory Hoeger, RC '73, Sept. 6, 2008 
Mary Dolan, RC '75, July 27, 2008 
James Bums, RC '77, Oct. 13, 2008 
Mary (Biesmeyer) Pratt, LHC '79, Sept 12, 2008 
Mona (Sudders) Dardanis, CPS '84, Oct. 29, 2008 
Frederick Esala, CPS '86, Sept. 26, 2008 
Alan Cunningham, CPS '90, April 4, 2008 
Stanley Powers Jr., CPS '92, Sept. 19, 2008 
Judith (Beck) Scanlan, CPS '92, Oct. 21, 2008 
Willie Bryant, CPS '94, May 23, 2008 
Katherine Toltz, CPS '95, Aug. 28, 2008 
Diane (Carney) Brumbaugh, CPS '96, Oct. 14, 2008 
Scott Perryman, CPS '96, June 9, 2008 
David Paulsen, CPS '00, Oct. 8, 2008 
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Regis University is seeking nominations of Regis University and Loretto Heights College alumni for 
their service, achievement and contribution to the University and to their own communities. Each 
year, the Alumni Board recognizes outstanding alumni in several categories: Alumni Achievement, 
Alumni Service, Alumni Sustained Outstand ing Service and Alumni Community Service. For 
information, contact the Office of Alumni and Parent Programs at 3333 Regis Blvd, Mail Code 8-18, 
Denver CO 80221-1099; ca ll 303-458-3536; or e-mail a!umni@regisedu. 
Class Notes 
Send us your notes. 
Keep your classmates posted on what's 
happening. 
E-mail : a!umni@regis.edu 
Mail: Regis University 
Office of Alumni And Parent Relations 
3333 Regis Blvd. , B-18 
Denver, CO 80221-1099 
Fax: 303-964-5423 
Web: www.regis.edu/alumni 
All information must be submitted in writing 
(e-mai l, fax, mail). No telephone su bm issions 
will be accepted. Submissions must also include 
your contact name and telephone number. 
Information must be submitted by the alumnus 
him/ herself. 
Please be aware that information submitted 
may be available for public viewing 
electronically or in print. 
Father Donald Reck, S.J., is involved with the Regis 
community through his work on the lgnatian 
Spirituality Program, a Denver outreach of Sacred 
Heart Jesuit Retreat House in Sedalia, Colo., with 
Father Steve Yavorsky, S.J. , and by living at Xavier 
House Jesuit community adjacent to campus. Before 
arri~ ng in Denver in summer 2008, he worked for 
more than 35 years for Saint Louis University, at all of 
its campuses but most recently in Madrid, Spain, 
seiVing as chaplain to the 600 students there. Father 
Reck earned his doctorate in theology at the 
University of Muenster, Germany, under the direction 
of Father Karl Rahner, S.J., one of the most influential 
Catholic theologians of the 20th century. Beginning in 
1972 in St. Louis, Father Reck served at various times 
as director of the Master of Divinity program, the 
Corporate Ministry program, co-director of the 
Institute of Religious Formation for 12 years, and 
professor of Spirituality and World Religions. In 
1990, he became campus minister at Saint Louis 
University's Parks Aerospace College, and in 1997 at 
the campus in Madrid. 
FATHER DONAlD RECK, S.J. 
How did you end up in Spain? 
I went on a two-year contract and was there 11 years. I volunteered because there was no one 
else available at the time. 
Why did you leave? 
I'd been there long enough that now there were other people available and they needed me here. 
As we say, Denver is the closet to heaven we have in the Missouri Province of Jesuits. 
What do you miss about Spain? 
Public transportation and the mild winter. But I'll get used to it here. 
You studied under Karl Rahner - how would you explain his theology to someone who's 
heard his name but doesn't really know much else? 
He's one of the people whose ideas developed Vatican II. You have to interpret him. He very much 
emphasized experience. He recognized that our theological teachings are the result of our 
particular time and values. He was always teaching to be open to the future. 
I found it amusing that he was giving a series of homilies during Advent at Saint Louis University 
and the first night a very large number of people came to see him, even the standing room was 
filled. The second night, there was room for everyone to sit. The third night, there were empty 
seats. Lots of people came from all over the world to hear his talks, he was very profound but 
sometimes difficult to follow. 
What was he like as a person? 
He was a very interesting man with a great curiosity. I remember walking down the road with him 
and he would be looking in the shop windows, curious about everything. And he knew all the 
components of cars, even though he did not drive. 
What three words or phrases would you use to describe yourself? 
Theologically interested. Open to understanding. Optimistic. 
Tell us more about optimistic. 
Theology has never been easy but especially in an age like ours you run into difficulty all the time. 
You can give up or say "there's more here than I can see. " I've been told I can make sense out of 
difficult situations. It's very close to me, the idea of tying theology to life. 
Why should someone study lgnatian spirituality? 
Not everyone needs to - it depends on what their interests are. We are in a time of Church history 
when there is a time for people to get into it. Fifty years ago, you had to be a priest or sister to 
study this, now the Church recognizes that it's part of being a Christian. Also, there are things lay 
people can get in touch with that I can't. 
If you could change one thing about the world, what would it be? 
Something to do with people and increased understanding of each other. Getting people to know 
other people in the world by traveling and living in other countries, to get to know the language 
and the values of others. 
You mention travel a lot and have lived in other ·countries. Is that on purpose? 
Yes in the late 1940s, I was invited to spend three months during high school in England through 
a p~ogram soon after the United Nations was founded. Then I spent my tertianship in Belgium, 
with time in France and Germany. I got wanderlust and the desire to travel. I spent 20 years in 
Europe all together. I'm glad to see young people travel as much as they do. Most people didn't do 
that in my day. 
Why did you to become a Jesuit? . . " 
1 was a student at St. Louis High School and I struggled w1th the quest1on, how do you make a 
difference with your life7" Ultimately, it's what's in your heart that makes a difference. In my own 
experience, 1 was able to touch more people as a Jesuit than working somewhere like UNESCO. 
3333 Regis Boulevard 
Denver, Colorado 80221-1099 
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If ltiis copy of Regis University Magazine is addressed to your 
son or daughter who no longer has a permanent address at 
your home. please notify us. Ca ll 303-458-3535 
Regis community members celebrate lights, lessons and Carols in St. John Francis Regis Chapel on Dec. 12. The event. which featured readings and a comb ned chOir 
approximately 60 voices and instruments, is an Advent tradition that has been observed at Regis for many years. 
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